
 

Team creates power generator that runs on
natural atmospheric humidity
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The polyoxometalate power generator collects the natural atmospheric humidity
and produces continuous electrical signals by the uneven distribution and
directional movement of ions, realizing efficient collection and utilization of low-
value energy. Credit: Nana Research, Tsinghua University Press

Scientists are looking for ways to use the low-value energy widely
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distributed in natural environments to generate electricity. A research
team has created a power generator that collects the natural atmospheric
humidity and produces continuous electrical signals. This is the first
humidity generator designed using a nano-sized material called
polyoxometalates. It holds the potential of being a new research direction
for polyoxometalates in the sustainable utilization of low-value energy.

The team's work is published in Nano Research.

The team set out to solve the problem of the discontinuity in the
operation of energy conversion devices. They sought to address the
shortage of atmospheric humidity power generation materials and the
limited designable performance of materials. "We wanted to understand
the conversion process of atmospheric humidity energy to electrical
energy and the role of polyoxometalates in the atmospheric humidity
power generation," said Weilin Chen, a professor in the Department of
Chemistry at Northeast Normal University.

Polyoxometalates, known as POMs, have special morphology and
functional properties, which make them very useful in controllable
synthesis, assembly, and performance research. They are a versatile class
of inorganic molecular materials. POM nanomaterials can self-assemble
to form microporous structures that are capable of collecting
atmospheric humidity.

They are also environmentally friendly, with great stability in light, heat,
and chemical environments. Scientists expect that POM nanomaterials
are the materials with the potential to effectively utilize atmospheric
humidity.

The team constructed POMs into organic ammonium-polyoxoanion
clusters. The clusters were assembled into thin films power generators
with tiny, nano-sized pores called micropores, that are capable of
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working in atmospheric humidity. Their tiny POM generator produced a
voltage of 0.68 V, was stable, and worked continuously under almost
all-natural environments, with atmospheric humidity ranging from 10
percent to 90 percent.

The POM atmospheric humidity generator works as the POM
nanoclusters spontaneously absorb atmospheric humidity with the
micropores in POM nanowires films. They form a distribution gradient
of water which is the structural basis of power generation. The POM
generator has proven to have high stability and continuous power
generation performance.

The team determined that the POM power generator can effectively
collect the natural atmospheric humidity and produce continuous
electrical signals by the uneven distribution and directional movement of
ions. This work provides new ideas for the continuous use of low-value
energy and a new research angle for polyoxometalate chemistry.

There has been an urgent need to develop a continuous low-value energy
in a natural environment. In past research, scientists have created devices
that collect and use low-value energy. But these devices have been
limited because low-value energy is intermittent and unstable. In recent
years, scientists have made progress in their use of atmospheric humidity
energy. But the team's POM generator is the first humidity generator to
produce continuous power.

This POM generator has many potential applications, such as the
detection of human respiratory processes; the detection, recording, and
alarm of environmental humidity; the integration with electrical
appliances to achieve continuous power supply of equipment; and
meeting the electricity needs of multiple scenarios.

"The most important message is that continuous power generation using
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atmospheric humidity has been achieved through the design and
modification of POMs nanomaterials, and the mechanism of
atmospheric humidity power generation has been deeply understood by
using the characteristics of POMs nanomaterials," said Chen.

Looking ahead, the team hopes to improve the efficiency of atmospheric
humidity power generation by screening and optimizing materials. They
want to achieve a deeper understanding the atmospheric humidity power
generation process.

"The ultimate goal is achieving the efficient use of humidity generators
to promote sustainable development of energy and the environment by
exploring the mechanism that optimizes the efficiency of the humidity 
generator," said Chen.

  More information: Tuo Ji et al, Polyoxometalates for continuous
power generation by atmospheric humidity, Nano Research (2023). DOI:
10.1007/s12274-023-5959-5
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